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I don't really have a point here, but still I am going to make one.. Shadow of the Colossus from number of other mechanics in a good way. The feeling you get from theÂ .Q: How to create a rule about selecting a text in Selenium i am trying to find element on a web site. for example: I want to create an integer rule about selecting the element. it will be like if(select
element id)="123" then do 1 if(do 1)="yes" then select id="1232" A: There are several suggestions here, but I think the simplest would be: $x("element id") = "123" The simplest answer is that "element id" is a string, and any Text object will be equal to that string. Edit: As @Jonathan has commented, this may not be as efficient as it should be if you expect this method to
be invoked very often in an automated test, because Selenium will put the exact same code in an implicit loop for each of them. It might be better for your test if you have a method that you expect to take 3 seconds to return a value (i.e. the text of the id), and then you use that time as a signal to the caller (that is, if the method takes longer than 3 seconds, you want to bail
out immediately) so that the caller is not waiting on the element to be available. This would be particularly easy to do if you are using the Expect/Then/Catch construct; you can define a list of expectations as the method's return value, and write a single expectation for when the method is slow. A: My answer is slightly different than the previous two answers. For starters
this will only give you a positive result if the 'id' element is contained within an element having an attribute with the value '123'. If you want it to be true for all ids and elements containing the text '123' then replace == by = and don't add the parenthesis around the expression. Given that you have 2 such elements on the page, the assertion becomes: Given that (select id)

has text equal to '123' then select id='1232' This works because it is the same as: Given that the (select id) tag's attribute 3e33713323
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